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Introduction
 In hemodialysis (HD) patients many risk factors for death are often considered







separately.
In the era of a growing geriatric population many socio-economic factors
(nursing home care, independent functioning) influence patient survival.
Malnutrition, protein-energy wasting and sarcopenia often precede
complications and functional disability.
Among available scales for functional state evaluation the Barthel Index is
widely used in Poland to measure disability levels.
Albumin, phosphorus and lipids are among routinely assessed biochemical
parameters indirectly expressing dialysis adequacy and death risk.

Recently published results from the DOOPStudy (Kanda et al.) indicate that
the simultaneous evaluation of multiple risk factors can more accurately
assess patients’ prognosis and identify patients at an increased risk of death
than single factors. [PLoS ONE 10(6): e0128652. doi:10.1371/journal.
pone.0128652]
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Observed vs predicted incidence of death within one year among SI quartiles.The bar graphs show the observed incidence of
all-cause deaths (CVD-caused, infection-caused, and other-caused death). The line graph shows the incidence of deaths
predicted using SI. The observed incidences are in good agreement with the predicted incidence. Abbreviations: SI, Survival
index; CVD, cardiovascular disease-caused death; infection, infection-caused death.
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Introduction

– sarcopenia increases risk of mortality and

hospitalization
 The body mass index (BMI), commonly used for defining obese

patients, does not give sufficient indication on the body composition
and distribution of fat mass. In the elderly population, relative excess
in fat mass associated with a decrease in lean mass is frequently
observed. In such situations of sarcopenic obesity, the relative
weight stability can be misleading.
 Sarcopenia increases progressively along with loss of renal function
in CKD patients and is high in dialysis population. It has been
documented that prevalence of frailty in hemodialysis adult patients
is around 42 % (35 % in young and 50 % in elderly), having a 2.60-fold
higher risk of mortality and 1.43-fold higher number of
hospitalization, independent of age, comorbidity, and disability.
 The diagnosis of sarcopenia is based on muscle mass assessment by
body imaging techniques, bioimpedance analysis, and muscle
strength evaluated with a handheld dynamometer

Introduction
the Barthel Index in assessing the activities of daily living of older people

Aim of the study
to evaluate the maintenance concerning HD patients’ risk of death within one
year from multiple risk factors using a novel indices
Based on available data on site (dialysis centre) two types of indices will be analysed:

age+ Barthel score + albumin level + body mass index +
vascular access + total cholesterol + phosphorus levels +
cardiovascular diseases
age+ Barthel score + albumin level + BCMI (body cell
mass index) + vascular access + total cholesterol +
phosphorus levels + cardiovascular diseases

Evaluation of multiple risk factors for prediction of one-year
survival in hemodialysis patient 65+
 Design:

Multicentre, prospective (12 months follow-up) nationwide study on
hemodialysis dependent patients aged 65 years or more.
 Patients & methods:
 The first step of the survey entails gaining participants for a nationwide study;

the information forms will be sent to all dialysis centres in Poland. The
materials will explain the purpose and the importance of the study. After
collecting responses from dialysis centres, the study page (WWW) will be
launched and the enrolment will be opened.
 Study inclusion criteria:
1. Patients starting dialysis within the last 180 days.
2. Patients aged 65 years or more not scheduled for living related
transplantation.
 The number of patient participated in the study: 1500

Evaluation of multiple risk factors for prediction of one-year
survival in hemodialysis patient 65+
 Measures: The database will collect only data routinely collected: age,

gender, dialysis vintage, HD time /week, kt/V, HGB level, Barthel score,
Charlson index (if available), albumin level, pre-dialysis serum sodium
level, pre-dialysis serum potassium level, pre-dialysis serum
bicarbonate level, body mass index, vascular access (AVF use), total
cholesterol, phosphorus levels, PTH, cardiovascular diseases,
interdialytic weight gain, BCMI (ECM/BCM), LTI, FTI – if available.
 Data analysis and statistics:
 Patients who will survive >90 days will be separately analysed due to
additional factors competing in the first 90 days usually worsening
prognosis.
 An analysis in two different patient groups will be performed to
develop and validate indices, respectively. To predict death within one
year, models will be developed using logistic regression models.
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Poland 2014 –demographic data
Population - 38,5 mln
Patients on haemodialysis - 19372
Patients on HD >65 years - 50%
Dialysis centers- 280

Project implementation - 24 months

Dialysis center call
(mailing, Society
announcement) online tutorial, site
registration

Data collection via
web page (on-line)

Creation of survival
model (app.750 pts)
and its verification
on concurent group
of patients

Advantages of the study
 Multifactory prediction model with verification
 Taking into account the Barthel Index, which is widely

used in Poland to measure disability levels (practical!)
 Collection of clinically and laboratory relevent data
including dialysis adequacy
 Focus of nutrition and sarcopenia (BIA measures)
 Separate analysis for patients survived ≤90 and >90
days to regard factors competing in the first 90 days
/worsening prognosis/

 Involvement Young Nephrologists
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